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What is Varilux S Series™?

The Varilux S Series provides you with limitless vision. Thanks to three revolutions based on the most sophisticated advances in

optics and the knowledge of wearer physiology: Nanoptix™ Technology is a revolution in lens technology that ensures stability in

motion; SynchronEyes™ Technology is a revolution in physiological science that provides expansive vision; 4D Technology™

revolutionizes personalized lenses by taking into account for the first time the leading, dominant eye to help patients experience

Faster Visual Reaction Time™.

Are Varilux S Series lenses better than existing Varilux products?

Yes. Varilux S Series is a new standard in progressive lenses with three revolutionary technologies.

Does the Varilux S Series have patented technology?

Yes, the Varilux S Series is based on 13 new patents:

Nanoptix™ Technology: 4

SynchronEyes™ Technology: 2

4D™ Technology: 2

S Digital Surfacing™: 5

Who is the ideal patient for the Varilux S Series?

Every presbyope will benefit from the performance of the Varilux S Series.

Some examples of patients include:

- New presbyopes

- Current Varilux wearers

- Current progressive wearers

- Current bi-focal wearers.

Does the Varilux S Series have all of the previous Varilux® lens technologies?

Yes, in addition to the new revolutionary technologies, the Varilux S Series includes W.A.V.E. Technology 2™ and all of the benefits

associated with it.

Why is Nanoptix Technology superior to FBS lenses?

R&D experiments have concluded that Nanoptix Technology is more efficient than FBS against swim. As the lens geometry has an

impact on light deviation and thus on swim effect, FBS lenses are a first step, but Nanoptix Technology goes much further by

applying a new geometry.

What if my patient does not have a Leading Dominant Eye?

Over 90% of the population has a leading dominant eye, if a patient does not have a leading dominant eye they will still benefit from

all of the other personalization measurements taken by the Visioffice®.

What is the Leading Dominant Eye?

The Leading Dominant Eye is the eye that reaches the object being viewed first when we change gaze direction.


